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"Get ready for some vibes. LA producer Eric Sharp and
Pittsburgh’s Tenova team up to put their touch on “!e
Truth” by Mansions on the Moon. !e track was already
blessed with this breezy style of synth pop suited for all your
summertime pleasures. Now, Eric Sharp and Tenova step in
to kick things up a notch, creating this silky chic,
sophisticated house remix that will please all our dance "oor
friends."
— 

"If you have something to do today, then you better buckle
yourself in before you press play on this tune right here. Now,
if you don’t lock yourself in while you listen, you are going to
"oat up to a groovetastic party on a cloud watching a
beautiful summer sunset. Eric Sharp & Tenova really outdid
themselves on this remix."
— 

"If you love Mansions On !e Moon, you're bound to love
Eric Sharp and Tenova's edit of the band's most popular
original track. With slightly accelerated vocals and additional
percussion elements, !e Truth makes an epic return right in
time for summer."
— 

"Now this is music to book holidays to. Mansions on the
Moon already had the house groove down, and now Eric
Sharp and Tenova have got involved to turn “!e Truth” into
a sunset classic."
— 
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soundcloud.com/tenova
facebook.com/tenovao#cial
twitter.com/tenovao#cial
instagram.com/tenova/
tenovadj.com/
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ith fast-growing support from top-tier artists, an incredibly

loyal fanbase, and a constant desire to push the envelope,

Tenova is one to watch in 2015. Having the experience of a traditionally

trained musician and growing up as a child of underground dance culture,

the young artist has achieved an e!ortless grasp on unique, intricate music

production and maddeningly technical DJ sets.

Launching his career in 2012, Tenova has been quick to rise among the

ranks of his peers in his home state of Pennsylvania, garnering an

impressive list of bookings, world class club residencies, releases, and artist

support. Tenova takes an intuitive view of his role as a DJ, a musician, and

-- by his own standards -- as a performer. Although passionate about

House music, he is well versed as a DJ within alternative sub genres of

EDM, and he uses his extensive collection to bring about a proper vibe to

any dance "oor fortunate enough to have him at the controls.

It has taken little time for others to notice the noise Tenova continues to

generate, with features on media outlets such as THUMP, Magnetic

Magazine, XLR8R, Earmilk and Elektro Daily who has labeled his work

as "reminiscent of Dusky," and referenced him as being "...a yet-

undiscovered jewel of a young producer."

All things considered, it is no wonder as to why Tenova continually

receives support on his ever growing catalogue of releases from A-list

talent. His tracks have been supported by Kaskade, 16 Bit Lolitas, Mike

Mago, David Puentez, M.I.K.E., and many more.

On the performance side, Tenova is no stranger to rocking a crowd,

continually pushing the boundaries of his performances. In addition to

holding residencies at two of his region’s most prestigious nightclubs,

Tilden and Static Nightclub, Tenova has performed with: Laidback Luke,

R3HAB, Gregor Salto, Bingo Players, Will Sparks, Carnage, #e Bloody

Beetroots, Kill #e Noise, Brillz, GTA, Worthy, 3LAU, Prok & Fitch, and

HookNSling, just to name a few. Having recently made his festival debut

at Life in Color, he is eager to continue to to advance his unparalleled

growth as an artist.

Tenova has high aspirations for his future, aiming to further his skills with

each passing day and to continue to strive for nothing short of technical

precision, boundless creativity and reckless innovation, one track at a

time!


